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1. Document Scope

This document presents the specifications and design of the Phase II Tool (“PH2”) for the Queued Service Observations
(QSO) Project.  The document constitutes the main reference for the development of this tool but does not describe the
software application or hardware requirements for its implementation.  This document should be considered as a basis only;
the released version of PH2 should integrate modifications identified during the testing phase.

2. The Phase II Tool: Purpose

The Phase II proposal submission is a crucial operation of the entire QSO observational mode (see QSO Scope document
QSO-001).  During this step, the investigators submit the details of their observations to a CFHT database, the Phase II
database, via an entry-field tool, PH2, specifically designed for this purpose.  In short, PH2 is essentially a tool to populate
the database used for the execution of the observations by the CFHT staff.  Except for two specific cases, time-constrained
programs (e.g. moving coordinates) and target-of opportunities, PH2 is only made available to external users prior to a CFHT
semester

3. QSO nomenclature

Before describing specifically PH2, it is necessary to precisely define some terms employed in this document:

Phase I Submission: This step corresponds to the normal submission procedure for the proposals at CFHT, which leads to
the evaluation process performed by the Time Allocation Committee (TAC). It is done through a Web-based entry tool, the
Phase I tool (at the moment, Poopsy), populating a database system, the Phase I database.

Phase II Submission: The second step aims to create a pool of science programs that can be sorted out in a prioritized list of
plausible observations (the “queue”) during the execution phase. The Phase II is done through an entry field tool, the Phase
II tool, populating also a database system, the Phase II database, which content and structure differ significantly from the
Phase I database. Both tools are located at CFHT. A French-based mirror (Web server alone, or both Web and database
servers) for the Phase II is planned. 
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Phase I Database (P1Db): Structural ensemble of tables containing data related to the Phase I submission.  These tables are
populated through the Phase I Tool; some specific records, defined in this document, must be parsed to the Phase II Database.

Phase II Database (P2Db): Structural ensemble of tables containing data related to the Phase II submission and observations.
These tables are populated through PH2 and are used to create the queue.  Operational tables are also created for the execution
of the observations.

Investigators: Team of astronomers, formed of one principal investigator (PI) (mandatory) and one or more co-investigators
(co-I) (optional), responsible for submitting an observing proposal.

Integration Time (I-time): Time at the telescope under a dark sky with the camera shutter open (does not include overheads
associated with telescope pointing and readout time).  The total I-time for a specific program is allocated by the TAC after
the Phase I submission. For target-of-opportunity programs, not previously reviewd by TAC, a procedure to evaluate the I-time
allocated must be defined.

Grade and Ranking: The relative scientific importance of a proposal as determined by the TAC. Each proposal has a grade
(A, B, C,) and a numerical absolute ranking inside these grades.

Templates: An ensemble of parameters designed for a specific action (e.g. target pointing, observation, constraints).  Each
template is defined by a row in the diverse tables in PH2 and is identified by a ID number. 

Observation Blocks (OB): Individual templates can be grouped together to create an observation block .  An OB may refers
only to one target and is treated as a single entity by the queue.  Multiple instrument templates may appear within a single OB
(for example, dithered V and I images of the same field).  Each OB has an constraint template associated: all the observations
within the block are subject to the same constraint. When it is appropriate for a program to do so, OBs can be linked together
to form a sequence of observation blocks (SOQ).

OB Constraints: Ensemble of parameters defined by the investigators and specifying the sky conditions that should be met
by the observations for a given OB.

Program Constraints: Special constraints for a given program: e.g. monitoring, time-constraints.

Observation, De-trend & Calibration Scripts: Series of commands controlling the telescope and/or the instruments. For QSO,
these scripts reside in NEO and are executed using parameters defined by the templates (See QSO-004).

Observation Tool (OT): Software used during QSO observing to trigger the observations selected with the queue scheduling
software.  This tool sends the parameters included in the templates to the scripts of NEO.

4. Basic Characteristics and Functionality

4.1 PH2 Characteristics

The Phase II Tool implemented must meet some basic characteristics and the specifications described later must take these
points into account.

• Robust, Simple, and Flexible.  The importance of PH2 in the efficiency of the QSO mode cannot be overestimated. Getting
the complete and reliable information from the investigators for their science programs, while ensuring the data integrity of
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the Ph2Db, is essential. PH2 must be robust, that is, it should be difficult to crash it or introduce problems in the Ph2Db. The
server used must be reliable, mirrored and not subject to frequent downtime. Robustness means also that the entry fields within
PH2 must be internally validated.  PH2 must also be simple for the normal user and should be intuitively easy to use after a
few minutes (no need to read an extensive manual). An easy accessibility is also fundamental.

• Accessible, dynamical Web-based Interface. PH2 will not be a stand-alone system but a dynamical Web-based Interface.
This is to avoid problems often generated with compatibility between different platforms for a stand-alone system. Since
accessibility is an issue, it implies that a fully implemented version of PH2 must be installed and tested on a mirror site for
the French community. Due to concerns of compatibility over Java applications, as much as possible PH2 should be entirely
devoid of Java, or at least, no essential parts should be developed using Java.

• Secure. Data integrity in a relational database (in our case, the Ph2Db) is imperative.  PH2 must be protected against
irrelevant users.  User’s IDs and passwords used during the Phase I submission could be propagated but contrary to Poopsy,
only one user with the same User ID should be allowed at a given time.  Of course, log files of the traffic should be maintained.

• Well-Documented and Supported.  The development of PH2 must be well-documented for rapid maintenance.  The version
released for the general users must include the necessary user’s guide manual, reviewed by the CFHT science staff.  It must
also include a helpdesk for supplementary information or problem reporting.

• Fully Tested.  PH2 must be prealably tested by the CFHT science staff before being released.  If known bugs cannot be
fixed prior to the release, the users should be informed.  New or upgraded versions cannot be released without a testing period
and being approved by the CFHT science staff.

4.2 Basic Functionality

The very basic function of PH2 is illustrated with the following figure:

Figure 1: PH2 Function in the Proposal Submission Process

The first submission phase is done through Poopsy (a Web-based interface) populating a database at CADC. This database
is imported at CFHT.  The relevant information (e.g. runID, I-time, abstract) is then parsed to the PH2Db (details are given
in the Ph2Db document).  When an user starts PH2, part of this information is displayed.  The user then prepares his
observations with the different tools provided in PH2. When ready, these observations details are sent under the form of
observation blocks (OBs) to PH2Db, where they will be used to prepare the queue and gather the data.

PH2 is a Web-based interface constituted of several “sections”.  It is a dynamical system: when relevant, the information
entered in a previous section can be made available to another section.  For example, this allows the user to individually pre-
define several instrumental configurations, observation constraints and targets, and link those to create the OBs (Figure 2).

 WWW

   PH2 Ph2DbPh1Db Ph2Db

 WWW

 Poopsy

OBs

Proposals

Run Info
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Figure 2. Example illustrating how an user would be able to assemble OBs with PH2.

     Precisely, the diverse sections of PH2 are:

• Login: The user must provide an User ID and a password to have access to PH2.  This information should be the same
as the ones used during the Phase I although it will be possible to change it or obtain this) by contacting the QSO Team.

• Program Description: This section includes some information gathered from the Phase I submission (e.g. runID, abstract).
It also includes the results of the TAC evaluation (I-time, rank). It is important to notice that more information (e.g. technical
justification) will be available on the science program from Ph2Db than what will be displayed in PH2; this is to help the QSO
Team during the operational phase.

• Program Constraints: This section allows the user to define some constraints for their program (e.g. monitoring).  Short
comments concerning the program and its science goals can also be included.

• Targets: This page allows the user to define a list of targets to be used to create the observation blocks.  This includes
also a tool to display the position of the objects within the camera mosaic in order to redefine the pointing coordinates. A
special page is included for programs involving moving targets.

• Instrument Configuration: This section allows the user to define the instrumental configurations (e.g. filter, binning,
number of exposures, exposure time; dithering pattern). A tool to design customized dithering patterns and an exposure time

Observation Blocks

e.g.
OB1.  [T1; I1] with C1
OB2.  [T1; I2 + I3] with C2
OB3.  [T2; I3+ I2] with C2
OB4.  [T3; I1 + I3] with C3

Targets

e.g.
T1. NGC 4258
T2. NGC 5907
T3. NGC 7479
T4. …

Instrument Config.

e.g.
I1. V, bin 1 x 1,4 dither, 30s
I2. V, bin 2 x 2, 1, 200s
I3. R, bin 1 x 1, 3 dither, 500s
I4. …

OB Constraints

e.g.
C1. IQ>1.0”
C2. IQ<0.8”, SB<100
C3. IQ>1.2”
C4. …

Ph2Db
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simulator should be accessible for this page.

• Observation Block Constraints: This section allows the users to define a set of constraints under which the observations
should be gathered.

• Observation Blocks: The user can here create the observations blocks by combining a target position with one or several
instrumentation configuration(s).  Each OB is subject to one observing constraint, defined earlier, and a priority selected by
the investigators. Sequences of OBs are also possible.

• Data Distribution: This section allows the user to give some details about how the data should be distributed.

• Helpdesk: This section allows the user to send a email for inquiries about PH2 or report on problems.

5. Phase II Tool: Specifications and Design

In this section, the specifications and design of all the sections of PH2 are detailed. First, a general graphical view of what the
section should look like is given following a legend for the diverse entry fields illustrated below.  Second, a table describing
the different entry fields and hyperlinks is detailed as well as a table presenting the different error handling and messages. 
Some specific tools are also described.

Design Legend:

An open rectangle means that a value must be entered by the user.

A rectangle with an arrow pointing down indicates a pull-down menu.

A dark gray rectangle with a command is an “action” button.

A rectangle with a dotted background and with a value in it means that the
information was first parsed from the Ph2Db; value is editable.

A rectangle with a value in it signifies that this value was parsed from the Ph2Db (or
an auxiliary tool) but is not editable.

          A light gray rectangle in a table with a value in it indicate an editable entry
          field.

Two small rectangles (one white, one black) with an answer next to them are radio
buttons.

QSO Hyperlink

Go

bar

star

Filter V
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5.1 A Few PH2 General Rules

Certain QSO rules must be integrated to PH2 and respected by the users in their preparation of their observation blocks. These
rules represent to a certain degree the basis for some validation processes of entry fields in PH2.

1. To preserve data integrity in the Ph2Db, only one user employing a specific user ID should be allowed within PH2 at the
time.

2. For time-constraints programs (i.e. moving targets, target-of-opportunity), access to PH2 will be allowed during a QSO
run, for instance, to enter better orbital elements. For target-of-opportunity programs not previously reviewd by TAC, access
will be allowed by the QSO team after that some I-time has been allocated. For TOO reviewed by TAC, the investigators will
have access to PH2 during the semester after informing the QSO Team that OBs are now available to put in the queue. For
all the other programs, access to PH2 during a semester will not be possible.

3. The total I-time requested by a program (i.e. by adding the I-time of all the individual OBs) cannot exceed the total I-time
allocated by the TAC for this program.

4. Only one target (i.e. pointing) is allowed for an OB. Different instrument configurations might be used inside an OB.

5. Each OB must have one and only one observing constraint which applies to all the individual observations inside the OB.

6. All the linked observations in one OB must not exceed a total of 3 hours of I-time.  For easier management of the queue,
the OBs should be kept as short as possible.

7. It is possible to link OBs to form a sequence, not to exceed 3 hours in total. This practice is not recommended but is
available.  In that case, an overhead of 5 minutes is charged on the total I-time requested by the sequence.

8. It is optional (but highly recommended!) for regular programs that the users verify each pointing coordinates with a
graphic tool 1) For validating that the coordinates specified for each target are accurate; 2) To verify that no excessively bright
stars are found in the field of the mosaic; 3) To select a specific location for the target to be positioned within the camera
mosaic. In the case or MegaPrime, the eventual selection of guide stars could be performed also from this graphical tool.
[NOTE: However, bandwidth restriction could introduce severe constraints. To be discussed…]

9. As a reference, each OB must receive a priority index from the user. This index has no weigth in deciding the
completeness of a program or not. It is only a reference value for the QSO observer.

10. As much as possible, short and precise comments describing the program and the observations to be undertaken should
be included.  They, however, remain optional.

11. Monitoring programs must indicate a period for the observations, the total number of iterations for each OB and
comments describing the minimal set of observations to reach the science goals. Again, the latter does not have any weight
for deciding of the completeness of a program.

12. Astronomical calibrations will be performed regularly by the QSO Team. However, investigators can introduce these
calibrations within their program, if desired, .  Obviously, in that case, I-time for these requested calibrations will be accounted
for.
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5.2 The Login Section

This section allows the users to have access to PH2 from the main CFHT page (QSO section). This page should look like in
Figure 3.

Figure 3: The Login section of PH2

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
User ID User ID varchar(40) Allows the user to access PH2 through a validation

process using the field defined in Ph2Db. The user ID is
parsed from Ph1Db.  Should it be encripted for more
security?

                  
WWeellccoommee  ttoo  tthhee  CCFFHHTT  PPhhaassee  IIII  TTooooll    !!

The Phase II Tool (“PH2”) has been developed for preparing observations to be
executed in a queued service observing (QSO) mode at CFHT.  Only investigators
who have received confirmation from the Time Allocation Committee (TAC) that
their proposal was allocated some telescope time with CFH12K (or MP) for the

semester 2001A can have access to PH2.

Deadline: Observations must be submitted before Jan. 15, 2001, 15:00 HST

Access to PH2:

To have access to PH2, you must enter the User ID and password used for the initial
submission of your proposal with Poopsy.  If you do not have this information or are
applying for a TOO, you can contact the QSO Team (please, include your run ID!).

Important: Only ONE user with the same ID is allowed at the time!

User ID:
Password:

Proceed Reset Form

The QSO Mode

The QSO Rules

PH2 User’s Guide

CFH12K Manual

Mauna Kea Info

TOO Policy

Contact: QSO Team
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Password Password varchar(40) Allows the user to access PH2 through a validation
process using the field defined in Ph2Db. Should it be
encripted for more security?

Proceed Starts the validation process. If “1”, goes to next page
(Program). If “0”, display relevant error message.

Reset Form Reset entry field to null by reloading the page.

Hyperlink Name URL Link Content
The QSO Mode /Queue/qso_mode.html Opens another Browser window with a short

description of the QSO mode with CFH12K (or MP)
and a full description of the QSO Rules.

PH2 User’s Guide /Queue/ph2_guide.html Opens another Browser window  with the PH2 User’s
Guide. 

CFH12K Manual /Instruments/Imaging/CFH12K/ Opens the CFH12K [MP] manual.
Mauna Kea Info /Queue/mauna_kea.html Presents some statistics related to sky conditions on

Mauna Kea
TOO Policy /Queue/too_policy.html Presents the procedure for submitting and preparing

TOO observations
Contact: QSO Team mailto:qsoteam@cfht.hawaii.edu Hyperlink opening a mailing tool pre-addressed to

the QSO team

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
Bad entry for User ID and/or Password “The User ID or the password you have entered is invalid.

You can contact the QSO Team if you forgot this
information.”

Two users with the same ID at the same time “Another user with the same ID is presently using PH2.
Please, try again later.”

Important: The UH astronomers do not use Poopsy at the moment. They will have to contact the QSO Team to get access to PH2.
If easy to implement, an automatic on-line registration could also be made available.  

Two Notes:

1 – Using Poopsy as an example, it would be nice to have access to the manual by clicking on a subject in a form of PH2. These
links can be added later and are not necessary for a first implementation.

2 -  For people using browsers on personal computers, adding text to links, figures etc in PH2 and seeing this text by just moving
the mouse over these fields is a very attractive way to get rapid information. To be implemented later…

5.3 The Program Section

This section presents two successive pages.  The first one allows an user with multiple programs to make a selection. The second
page presents some details of the accepted program, including the important information related to the TAC evaluation.  Not much
is asked here for the user but the possibility to make some changes (e.g. change the email address of the PI) is there, if necessary.
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Figure 4: The Program section of PH2

Specifications:

Please, select your observing program:

01Ac04

 Proceed

  PPrrooggrraamm      
     

    Program Title:

    Program Abstract:

    Investigators:

    PI:                                        Inst.:                      Email:

Program Information

RunID:                               Agency:                                  Program Type:

TAC Grade:                         TAC Absolute Rank:                        I-Time:

The Evolution of Barred Spiral Galaxies: The Truth

We propose a program to prove that barred spiral galaxies are the most
important astronomical objects in the Universe by observing 4000 of them with
all the filters in CFH12K. 

F. Zwitcky Zwicky@toto.co

 Snapshot  Canada

 A 1.00
  

30 hours

Proceed

   01Ac04

Mt. Wilson

PH2 Login

Program

Program Constraints

Targets

Moving Fields

Instrument Config.

OB Constraints

Observation Blocks

Data Distribution

CFH12K Simulator

The QSO Mode

PH2 User’s Guide

CFH12K Manual

Mauna Kea Info

TOO Policy

Page Summary

Contact: QSO Team
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Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
RunID RunID Varchar(12) Pull-down menu with parsed RunID from Ph2Db. Not

editable. RunID format: Semester-Agency(CFH)-Number
Proceed Parsed the relevant information from the Ph2Db

according to the RunID selected and opens the next page.
Program Title Title text Displays the program title parsed from Ph2Db. This field

is editable for TOO programs
Program Abstract Abstract text Displays the program abstract parsed from Ph2Db. This

field is editable for TOO programs
PI fname;lname varchar(40) Displays first and last name of PI from Ph2Db. Not

editable (must contact QSO team for approval).
Inst. institute varchar(80) Displays the institution of PI from Ph2db. Editable.
Email email varchar(40) Displays the email address of PI. Editable.
RunID RunID varchar(12) Displays the program run ID, defined in Phase 1, with the

semester added as a prefix
Agency Agency varchar(40) Displays the agency
Program Type Program type varchar(40) Displays the type of program: Regular, Snapshot, Target-

of-Opportunity1

TAC Grade TAC grade A1 Displays the grade given by TAC (i.e. A, B, C)
TAC Rank TAC rank float Displays the absolute rank given by TAC
I-Time I time float Displays the total number of hours allocated by TAC.
Proceed Saves the modifications introduced by the editable field

to Ph2Db and opens the next page (program constraints)

Hyperlink Name URL Link Content
PH2 Login TBD Goto first page of PH2
Program TBD Go to Program section (this page)
Program Constraints TBD Go to Program Constraints section
Targets TBD Go to Targets section
Moving Fields TBD Go to the Moving Fields page
Instrument TBD Go to Instrument section
OB Constraints TBD Go to the OB Constraints section
Observation Blocks TBD Go to the Observation Blocks section

                                               
1 The case of target-of-opportunity (TOO) programs are important.  The QSO mode is ideal for TOO and it is expected that this mode will
become popular on a long-term.  The procedure of approval must be defined but for QSO, it is imperative that the investigating team prepares
their observation blocks as everybody else. It’s the only way that such a program can be managed through a queue.  There are two cases for
TOO programs. In the first case, the proposal was not seen by TAC and is submitted to observe a new phenomenon (e.g. supernov). In that
cs, after approval of the request, the use of PH2 would be the following: 1) the QSO team assigns a runID, an user ID and password to the
investigating team.  The QSO team also fills up the non-editable fields: grade, rank, I-time. 2) The investigators fill up the editable entry fields
of PH2, which are empty contrary to all the other programs; 3) The investigators prepare their OBs and receive acknowledgement of their arrival
at CFHT. In the second case, the propoal was submitted to TAC through the Phase I submission and has been approved to observe “transcient”
objects (e.g. gamma-ray bursts). The position and time-constraints on these objects are not known in advance. In that case, all the information
known is parsed from Ph1Db to Ph2Db but the PI must initiate the contact with the QSO team to have access to PH2 and prepare the blocks
to be inserted into the queue.
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Data Distribution TBD Go to the Data Distribution section
CFH12K Simulator Open the CFH12K simulator (GUI)
Page Summary Display the content of the page as a text

file (see OB page)

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
Nothing entered in one or more editable entry fields “Entry field(s) empty. Please, revise.”
Nothing entered in the email address entry-field “No email address is given for the PI. This is a very

important information! Please, enter an email address.”

5.4 The Program Constraints Section2

This section allows the user to define some general constraints, useful for the QSO team. Some later pages are brought up
according to the constraints selected here. The section looks like in Figure 5.

Figure 5. The Program Constraints section

                                               
2 NOTE: From now on, the frame on the left will not be included in the design of the different sections. Of course, in
reality, this frame is still there!

     PPrrooggrraamm  CCoonnssttrraaiinnttss                 
    

Does your program require extended or regular monitoring?            Yes         No

Does your program STRICTLY require photometric conditions?      Yes          No

Does your program include moving targets or fields (i.e. coordinates Yes        No  
changing with time)?                                       

Please, enter a few (optional) comments (~3-5 lines), describing your program, that you
think would help the QSO Team during the observations:

Proceed
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
monitoring Monitoring boolean Radio button for yes or no (1 or 0). Default is 0.
photometric Photometric boolean Radio button for yes or no (1 or 0). Default is 1.
Moving Fields Moving Fields boolean Radio button for yes or no (1 or 0). Default is 0.
PH2 Comments PH2 Comments Text(100) Allows the user to enter a few comments regarding the

program. Must be limited to 100 words.
Proceed Saves all the values and opens the next page (Targets or

Moving Fields).

        Error handling:

Source Error Message
PH2 Comments are too long (> 400 chars?) “Your comments are too long. Please, revise.”

5.4 The Targets Section

This is the first step in building the OBs for a science program, allowing the users to define a list of targets and pointing
coordinates (or orbital elements).  The target page is different according to the constraints entered in the preceding page.

• First Case: Normal program (i.e. with or without monitoring, no moving targets, with or without photometric):

Figure 6: The Targets section

 TTaarrggeettss

Please enter the required information on your targets or:

Target ID Target Name RA Dec Epoch Mv Pointing          Offsets
T1 NGC 4258 12 32 43.0 +47 03  34.1 2000.0 12.3 3    +3.5’          -7.0’
T2 NGC 5907 13 34 24.2  -13 33  33.0 2000.0 14.3  User1      -12”         +25”
T3 NGC 7479 14 22 30.3 -07  23  03.2 1950.0 14.3 1       0.0            0.0
T4 …       … … … … …

Number of targets to add:                                                Target ID to delete: 

Important: Please, carefully verify your target coordinates!!!

Upload from File

Proceed

Add  Delete
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Upload from File Allows the user to upload a local ascii file containing the

information on the targets.  Format suggestion: “NGC
4258” 12:32:43.0 +47:03:34.1 2000.0 12.3. Wipes out the
info from Ph1Db!

Target ID Target ID string This field identifies the target by a number.  It is defined
first by the number of targets pre-identified in the Phase I;
targets can be added with the add button. The target ID
always has the form T#.  This field is not editable.

Target Name Target Name varchar(40) This field gives the name of the target, as defined by the
PH2 user. Editable. 

RA RA hh:mm:ss.ss The right ascension of the target, as parsed from Ph1Db.
Editable through three separate entry fields (h:0-12; m:0-
59;s:00.00 – 59.99).. The format can then be validated
through ColdFusion.

Dec Dec +/-dd:mm:ss.ss The declination of the target, as parsed from Ph1Db.
Editable through three separate entry fields (d:-70 -
+90;’:0-59: “:00.00-59.99) The format can then be
validated through ColdFusion .

Epoch Epoch string Epoch for the coordinates.  The standard J2000.0 or B1950
epochs are recommended because real epoch of
observations is not known in QSO mode. However, we
cannot enforce these epochs because PH2 has to remain
flexible for classical observations.

MV Magnitude float Value parsed from Ph1Db. Optional and editable.
Pointing      Pointing Int Indicates the selection made for pointing. Default value is

“1” (that is, centering on coordinates of target). Editable
with pull-down menu with values 1-6 and “See FOV”. This
option opens a viewer tool showing the CFH12K [Mp]
configuration with the position of the target. The tool
(described below) presents the six pre-defined choices for
the telescope pointing and a method to selected a
customized pointing,. When it’s ok, the choice of pointing
is sent to Ph2Db and will be used to calculate precisely the
pointing coordinates from the target coordinates. Viewing
the field is optional for all the targets except when a
customized offset is needed and it is highly recommended
to check also for bright stars in the field. The new pointing
position should be automatically added to the pull-down
menu as User#.

Offsets       Offsets     Presents the values for the [RA,Dec]offsets defined by the
user with the viewing tool. Automatically updated with the
choice of pointing or from the viewing tool. Not editable.
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Add Targets Enter a number n of targets to be added to the table. Adds
n rows to the target table (reload the page) and increment
the target ID.

Targets to delete Select the name of the target from a pull down menu.
Deletes this entry from the table and upgrades the target
numbers.

Proceed Saves all the information to Ph2Db and go to the next page
(Instrument Configuration).

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No entry for Target Name. “No Name was given for target T#. Please, revise”
Bad entry for RA or Dec after clicking on “go” “You have entered invalid [RA, DEC] coordinates for target

T#. The acceptable format is hh:mm:ss.ss or dd:mm:ss.ss.
The lowest value possible for Dec is –60.  Please, revise the
coordinates.”

No epoch given. “No epoch were given for the coordinates of target T#.
Please, revise”.

Proceed with one or more target(s) with bad entries “One or several targets have bad entries and cannot be
saved.  Please, check these entries and retry.”

5.4.1 Tool 1: Field-Of-View Tool

This OPTIONAL tool serves several purposes:

1. Allows the user to verify that the target coordinates have the right values.
2. Allows the user to choose the pointing coordinates, that is, the location of the target on the camera mosaic, from  a set of pre-

defined positions, or from offsets defined by the user.
3. Allows the user to verify that no bright stars are located in their field.
4. Allows the user of MegaPrime to define coordinates of guide stars [optional?].

The tool must be an independent window popping up when the “See FOV” in the Pointing pull-down menu is enabled. Probably
the best option is to download a representation of the field (e.g. circles for objects) obtained from a local catalog (USNO, GSC).
The ideal would be to download a image of the field from the DSS but it is probably not practical due to bandwidth limitation.

The window should look like in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. Field-of-view Tool for PH2

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Target Identification Target ID; Target Name String; varchar(40) Parsed from Ph2Db when the “See FOV” button is

activated for a given target. Not editable.
Target Coordinates Parsed from Ph2Db when the “See FOV” button is

activated for a given target. Not editable.

Select Pointing:

T1. NGC 4258

Target Coordinates
        12:32:43.0     +47:03:34.1

1

Reload Image

  Save Pointing

            Offsets From Target:
  RA:           Dec:-120” +32”

Update Offsets from Cursor

 1

 2

 3

4

5

 6

            N

E
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Pointing Pointing Int Pull-down menu with the 6 positions. Default is 1. The
(RA,DEC) offsets are: Position 1: (0,0); Position
2:(+3.5’,-3.5’) ; Position 3: (+3.5’,-7.0’); Position 4:(-
3.5’,+3.5’); Position 5:(-3.5’,+7.0’); Position 6: (-3.5’,0).
These values are send to the “Offsets from Target” box
when a pointing is selected.

Update Offsets from
Cursor

Send the Offsets established by the cursor to the “Offsets
from Target” box.

Offsets from Target Offsets Two editable fields indicating the relative offsets from
the target as selected with the cursor. For more accuracy,
these fields are editable.

Reload Image Reload the image with the new pointing coordinates
selected.  Target information is not changed.

Save Pointing  Send the offsets to target to the table of targets. Rename
pointing User# if customized. If not, send the pointing 1-
6 and update offsets in table.

Important Note: The “background” image of the field will have to be a representation from GSC or USNO and not the DSS
because of bandwidth problem. It is possible to move the grid also instead of reloading the image…. To be determined during the
testing period.

• Second Case: Program with Moving targets (with or without monitoring, with or without photometric)

Programs requesting moving fields are difficult to handle in a QSO mode for an obvious reason: it is problematical to put a program
in the queue for a given period without precisely knowing the position of the objects for performing the observations! 

There is a certain number of ways to handle these programs.  Probably the easiest is to provide the orbital elements of the targets
so that a position can be calculated at all time by an algorithm called from the adaptive database; hence the program can be inserted
in the queue accordingly. We have already such an algorithm at CFHT used for the WISP project that could be adapted for our
purpose. At that point of a QSO run, the QSO Team will contact the investigators and ask for more precise elements, if necessary.
Access to the Phase II database through PH2 will then be possible. Another possibility is to provide a table indicating the
coordinates of the objects for a given date and time. The moving targets page is illustrated in Figure 8.

From moving targets, two observation possibilities exist: 1) Moving targets with sidereal tracking; 2) Moving targets with
differential tracking. These cases are selected at the end for each observation blocks. For the first case, the coordinates are calculated
and the observation proceeds as usual since the differential tracking flag was not enabled. For the second case, two sets of
coordinates are computed (NEO script) from the orbital elements (or taken directly) if Method 2 was used) and differential rates
are applied to TCS.
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Figure 8: The Moving Targets section

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Target ID Target ID String This field identifies the target by a number.  It is defined

first by the number of targets pre-identified in the Phase
I. The target ID always has the form MT# (for moving
target).  This field is not editable.

Target Name Target Name Varchar(40) This field gives the name of the target, as parsed from
Ph2Db. Editable.

L Longitude L degrees Mean longitude of the object
a Semimajor axis a float Semimajor axis of the orbit
e Eccentricity e float Eccentricity of the orbit
i Inclination i float Inclination on the plane of the ecliptic

Ω Ascend node Long degrees Longitude of the ascending node

π Perihelion Long degrees Longitude of the perihelion

    MMoovviinngg TTaarrggeettss    

Method 1:

Please enter the orbital elements of the moving targets or :

Target ID Target Name L a e i Ω π Epoch Elmin Elmax

MT1 Mercury 252.34 0.387 0.205 7.00 49.10 78.4 2000.0
MT2 … … … … … … …
MT3 … … … … … … …
MT4 … … … … … … …

Number of targets to add:                        Target ID to delete:

Method 2:

Please update the coordinates and time tables of your moving targets:

Target ID Target Name     Table           RA           Dec      Date       UT
   MTC1    Ceres Upload File     12:12:23.4      33:12:10.0 04-03-2001 01:04:23.34
   MTC2    Asterix Upload File     14:22:34.4     -02:23:44.8 06-02-2001 03:05:31:46

Number of targets to add:                                                     Target ID to delete:

Upload from File

Add 2 Delete

Proceed

Add Delete
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Epoch Epoch string Epoch of the observations.

Elmin El_min degrees Minimum elongation constraint. Unity Range: ?
Optional.

Elmax El_max degrees Maximum elongation constraint. Unity Range: ?
Optional.

Add Target Enter a number n of targets to be added to the table. Add
n rows to the target table (reload the page) and increment
the target ID.

Delete Target Select the name of the target from a pull down menu.
Delete this entry  and upgrade the target numbers.

Target ID Target ID string Target ID. Format is MTC# for “Moving Target with
Coordinates”.

Target Name Target Name Varchar(40) Customized name for target.
Upload Table Allows the user to upload a table from a local site to a

target. This table has the format RA, DEC, Date Time.
The table itself is not displayed after uploading, except
for the entries found in the first row, but only saved in the
queue database. 

RA,DEC,Data,UT First row entry from the table. This is to confirm that the
table could be uploaded and read.  Not editable.

Add Target Enter a number n of targets to be added to the table. Add
n rows to the target table (reload the page) and increment
the target ID.

Delete Target Select the name of the target from a pull down menu.
Delete this entry  and upgrade the target numbers.

Proceed Save all the information to Ph2Db and move to the next
page (Instrument Configuration).

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No entry for a target name “No Name was given for target T#. Please, revise”
No entry for an orbital element “Missing orbital element. Please, revise.

5.6 The Instrument Configuration Section

This section allows the user to define all the instrumental configurations needed for the observations, including the exposure
times and dithering patterns.  Again, the idea consists in defining a list of instrumental configurations as templates identified
as I1, I2 from pull-down menus. This is to preserve data integrity in Ph2Db and avoid mistakes in the parameters sent to the
executable scripts under NEO. Two important tools should be available from this page: A dithering pattern tool, to design
customized pattern, and the exposure time simulator. The page should look like in Figure 9:
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Figure 9: The Instrument Configuration section

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
List of target This gives the list of the targets prepared with the

targets (or moving targets) page. Only the ID and
name given by the user are included. Not editable
and scrolling.

Dithering Patterns Graphic illustration of the dithering patterns
available with their names.  The exact
representation is found in the CFH12K GUI. The
scripts in NEO will execute the observations
according to this selection.

  IInnssttrruummeenntt  CCoonnffiigguurraattiioonn  

   List of Targets:       Observation Pre-defined Patterns:

                    Name:                Single     DP2      DP3     DP4       DP5 … DP8

              Pattern:
 

         Exposures:    N=1      N=2      N=3     N=4      N=5 …  N=8

Enter your instrumental configurations:

Config. ID Configuration Name Filter Binning Dithering Radius Exp. Time [s]
I1 Filter V, 3 exp V 1x1 DP3 15 300
I2 Filter R, 6 exp R 2x2 DP6 12 200
I3 Filter Ha, 1exp Ha 4x4 Single 0 625
I4 … … … … …

Number of configurations to add:

          Configuration ID to delete:

T1. NGC 4258
T2. NGC 5907
T3. NGC 7579

Add

Delete

Proceed
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Config ID Config ID string This field identifies the instrument configuration
by a number. The config ID always has the form
I#.  This field is not editable.  The defaut is I4,
that is, four rows are available when the page is
opened; config can be added or deleted with the
action buttons.

Config Name Config Name varchar(40) This field gives the name of the instrumental
configuration, as defined by the PH2 user.

Filter Filter string Gives a pull down menu of the filters available
for CFH12K (or MP when known). The list is the
following: B, V, R, I, Z, TiO, CN, Ha, HaOFF.
Selection is not editable with cursor. Default is
empty.

Binning Binning string Pull-down menu for CCD binning: 1x1, 2x2, 4x4.
These values are identified in Ph2Db are 1, 2, 4
respectively. Default is 1x1.

Dithering Allows the user to select a pre-defined dithering
pattern (N exposures with specific offsets). Pull-
down menu: “Single, DP2, … DP8, Your Own”
Default is empty. “Your Own” opend the
Dithering Pattern Tool (See Below).  When a
customized pattern has been defined, its name
appears in the pull-down menu.

Radius Radius float Radius of the dithering pattern. Pre-defined
offsets should be multiplied by this value?

Exp.Time [s] Exposure Time float The exposure time in seconds for each exposure
in the dithering pattern. Editable.

Add Config Allows the user to add configurations,
automatically labeled ID+1, etc following the last
config.

Delete Config Allows the user to delete configurations from pre-
defined targets ID in a pull-down menu. After this
action, renumbering is done automatically.

Proceed Save all the content of the page and go to the next
page (OB Constraints).

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No values for Filter, Dithering patterns, Exposure time “The configuration(s) I# are missing some parameters. Please,

revise your entries.”
Invalid exposure time “The format used for the exposure times for the

configuration(s) I#  is invalid. Please, revise.”
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Important Note: At the moment, dithering with differential tracking is not implemented in TCS.  If this option is not made
available for 2001A, the instrument configuration will have to be different for programs requesting non-sidereal tracking.  It is
planned, however, that this option will be implemented by Fall 2000.

5.5.1 Tool 2: Dithering Pattern Tool

This presents a graphic tool to design customized dithering pattern. As with the preceding tool, the pattern defined is named
“User#” and can be used later on for the other configurations under the pull-down menu.  This tool is not absolutely critical for
most programs so some simple Java could be used, if necessary.  The tool should look like in Figure 10:

Figure 10: The Dithering Pattern Tool

Dithering Pattern Tool

 Enter Number of Exposures :                                          Enter Grid Scale: 

                                   32”

      Position                   Relative Offsets    
       

 5  2”

Show Grid

Save Pattern

Add Position 2

Add Position

Add Position 4

Add Position 5

    Reference  0     0

-4”       +4”

 -4”         0”

-2”        +4”

 -4”       +6”
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Number of Exposure Number of Exposure Int  Number of exposures to create the dithering

pattern. Range 2 – 15.
Grid Scale  Allows the cursor to indicate the right offset

values according to four grid scales offered in the
pull-down menu: 1”, 2”, 10”, 1’.

Show Grid Display the 16 x 16 grid with the reference point
in the middle and create the table on the right
with the number N of exposure rows. The scale is
given for the grid (16 x scale)

Add Position Add the offsets for the position of the cursor. 
Clicking on cursor bring a movable dot and the
offset position.  The offsets field are null unless
the add button is pushed. Attention: The offsets
are relative to the previous position! These fields
are editable except for the reference.

Save Pattern Save the pattern parameters. Named User# and
added to the pull-down menu of Dithering
column. No radius.

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No offsets values for a position “ One of the position does not have offsets. Please, revise.”

5.5.2 Tool 3: Exposure Time Simulator

An important component of PH2, in particular for the configuration page, is the exposure time simulator.  This tool, developed
by the NEO Team, will be available (via a JavaScript GUI?) directly through PH2.  For consistency, the exposure time simulator
for CFH12K should be developed using similar parameters offered in PH2 for the OB constraints. In particular, the image quality
bands, the sky background constraints and airmass values must be the same.

The exposure time simulator should have a straightforward interface, independent of the section in PH2.  That is, a small GUI
popping up would probably be ideal since it would not interfere with filling up the pages of PH2.  This interface should be made
available by clicking on the relevant left frame link.   Of course, the simulator has to be documented!

5.7 The OB Constraints Section

The OB Constraints page is another fundamental section in PH2 because this is where the user can define the conditions under
which the observations must be undertaken. Figure 11 presents the design:
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Figure 11: The Observation Block Constraints section

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
List of target This gives the list of the targets prepared with the

target page. Only the ID and name given by the
user are included. Not editable.

List of Instr. Configurations This gives the list of the instrument configurations
prepared with the previous page. Only the ID and
name given by the user are included. Not editable.

Constraint ID OB Constraint ID string This field identifies the OB constraint by a
number. The constraint ID always has the form
C#. This field is not editable.  Four empty rows are
available when the page is opened.

Constraint Name Constraint Name Varchar(40) Name of the OB constraint. Editable

        OObbsseerrvvaattiioonn  BBlloocckk  CCoonnssttrraaiinnttss  

               List of Targets:                            List of Instrument Configurations:

Enter your Observation Block Constraints:

Constraint ID Constraint Name Image Quality Sky Backg. Airmass
C1 Best IQ, dark sky IQ ≤ 0.55” Dark <1.2

C2 Average, with Moon 0.65” < IQ ≤ 0.80” 50% Moon Any

C3 Excellent IQ, bit gray 0.55” < IQ ≤ 0.65” 20% Moon <1.5

C4 … … … …

Number of Constraints to add:              Constraint ID to delete: Add Delete

Proceed

T1.  NGC 4258
T2.  NGC 5907
T3.  NGC 7479

I1.  Filter V, 3 exp.
I2.  Filter R, 6 exp.
I3.  Filter Ha, 1 exp.
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Image Quality IQ A1 Pull-down menu offering limited choices
describing the image quality (IQ) required for the
observations.  The list is the following; number in
parentheses indicate the value given in Ph2Db: IQ
≤ 0.55” (1); 0.55” < IQ ≤ 0.65” (2); 0.65” < IQ
≤ 0.80” (3); 0.80” < IQ ≤ 1.0” (4); 1.0” < IQ
≤ 1.2” (5); IQ > 1.2” (6). Default is null.

Sky Backg. Sky Background A1 Pull-down menu offering a limited number of
choices describing the brightness of the sky
background. This is a pull-down menu with the
following choices: Dark (1); 20% Moon (2); 50%
Moon (3); 50-100% Moon (4). Default is null.
Note: Quantitative values could be preferable. To
be defined with exposure time simulator.

Airmass Airmass A1 This allows the user to specify the airmass for the
observations. This is not a strong constraint but
it’s important to know in case of observations that
can be done at high airmass values.  This is a pull
down-menu: X < 1.2 (1); X <1.5 (2); X <2.0 (3);
Any (4). Default is null.

Add Constraint Allows the user to add n empty rows to the table
with the Add action button

Delete Constraint Allows the user to delete a constraint ID from a
pull-down menu from the table with the Add
action button. Reloading reset the ID numbers.

Proceed Save all the page and go the to next page
(Observation blocks).

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No values for constraint name “Missing name for OB constraint C#. Please, revise.”
No values for OB constraints “Missing entry for constraint C# .Please, revise.”

5.8 The Observation Blocks Section

This is where all the information entered in the previous pages is brought together to form the observation blocks.  Depending
of the selection made for the program constraints, two different pages are available. The observation blocks constitute the entity
to be executed. However, for some programs, it might be desirable to link some OBs together to form a sequence of observation
blocks (SOB).  This practice is not recommended for several reasons. First, the longer a sequence is, the harder it is to be
scheduled.  Second, since the targets included in the sequence might be far apart on the sky, it does not optimize the observing
efficiency.  Therefore, the SOB are subject to three strong constraints:

1. All the individual OBs forming the sequence must have the same constraint.
2. As an individual OB, a SOB should not exceed 3 hours of I-time
3. Contrary to the execution of OBs, an overhead of 5 minutes will be charged to the I-time of a program for each SOB.
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• First case: Regular programs (no monitoring).

Figure 12: The Observation Blocks section

    OObbsseerrvvaattiioonn  BBlloocckkss 

         Select One Target:     Select the config(s):             Config List:             Select one OB constraint:

OB ID Target Config Constraint OB I-time [s] Priority Track OB Notes
OB1 T2 I2 C2 900 High   Sid
OB2 T1 I1+I3 C3 1825 High   NoSid
OB3 T3 I3 C1 625 Medium   Sid
OB4 T1 I1+I2+I3 C1 2725 Low   Sid

OB ID to delete:

Sequences (Optional and Not Recommended!)
             OB List:

                                                                                                                                              SOB To Del:

I-Time Allocated:  I-Time Calculated:               I-time Left:

T1. NGC 4258
T2. NGC 5907
T3. NGC 7479

I1. Filter V, 3 exp
I2. Filter R, 6 exp
I3. Filter Ha, 1 exp

Create OB

Delete

Proceed

30 hrs 1.69 hrs 28.31 hr

C1. Best IQ, Dark
C2. Average, with Moon
C3.  Excellent IQ, bit gra

I1
I3

OB1
OB2
OB3
OB4

Create SOB

SOB ID           Sequence       SOB I-Time
SOB1        OB3 + OB4           3650 1

 Delete
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Target Selection Gives the complete list of targets.  Only one target

can be selected with a mouse click. Not editable.
Configuration Selection Gives the complete lists of instrument

configurations. One configuration can be selected
with a mouse click and transfer to the box on the
right by clicking on the horizontal arrow. Other
config can be sequentially added that way. The order
inside can be changed if necessary by selecting the
config and using the up and down arrows. A config
can be deleted by selecting the “x” box.

OB Constraint Selection Gives the complete lists of OB constraints. Only one
constraints can be selected with a mouse click. Not
editable.

Create OB Insert the selected element in the rows of the OB
table. Must increment the OB ID for each selection.
Filling up the table: 1) Add Target ID in Target
column; 2) Add the configuration(s) with a “+” sign
between multiple configurations in the configuration
column; 3) Add the OB constraint ID in the
constraint column; 4) Calculates the total I-time in
seconds spent by the OB and add it to the OB I-Time
column;The OB I-Time is the sum of the I-time of
the individual configurations inside the block, which
is the number of exposures multiplied by the
exposure time (defined in the configuration section);
5) Update the I-time section below. Note: Clicking
on Create OB does NOT erase the selections in the
above lists.

OB ID OB ID string This identifies the OB. It has always the form OB#.
Default is 1.

Target Target ID string Identifies the target. Not editable
Instr. Configurations Config ID string Identifies the configuration(s) forming the block

(symbolically linked by a “plus” sign). When saved,
the sequence of configurations must be maintained
inside an OB in Ph2Db.

OB Constraint OB Constraint ID string Identifies the OB constraint. Not editable
OB I-time OB I-time float Indicates the total I-time in seconds requested for the

OB.
Priority OB Priority int Allows the user to define a relative priority to the

OB. Choices from a pull-down menu: High,
Average, Low. Default is null.

Track Tracking Int Pull-down menu with Sidereal (Sid) and Non-
sidereal (NoSid) tracking options. Default is Sid.

OB Notes OB Notes Text(40) Short (optional) text describing an OB. Editable.
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Delete OB Allows deleting of a specific OB by specifying its ID
from a menu. OBs are automatically re-numbered
after this and the I-time section is re-calculated.

OB List List of OBs defined above. Not editable.
Create SOB SOB ID String Allow the OBs selected to be linked together. Add up

a SOB ID in the table, Sequence: SOB# + SOB#. I-
time for SOB: I-Time (OBs) + 300 seconds. Update
the I-time calculated and I-time left. Order of OBs
selected is important.

Delete SOB Allows deletion of SOB from a list of ID.
I-Time Allocated I Time float Display the total I-time allocated by TAC
I Time Calculated Display the total I-time requested with the set of

OBs created. Updated with “Create OB”
I Time Left I Time Left = I Time – I Time Calculated.

Proceed Save all the changes to Ph2Db AFTER re-calculating
the I-time requested. If the I-time is too large, an
error message must be presented. 

Very Important Note: If the OB list is modified after the creation of a sequence, especially if an OB used in a sequence is deleted,
it is crucial to send a error message to remind the user that the sequence is not valid anymore!!

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
Missing selection for creating an OB “The OB cannot be created because the [target,

configuration,constraint] is missing.”
Missing priority “No priority was indicated for OB# . Please, revise.”
SOB with OBs with different constraints The sequence cannot be created because the OBs have

different constraints”.
The I-time left < 0 “The total I-time requested exceeds the I-time allocated

by the TAC. Please, revise your OBs.”

• Second Case: Monitoring Program

For monitoring programs, the same table as above is introduced but with four columns for adding supplementary information: 1)
A period of execution for the OB and its unit, POB 2) The Number of Iterations, Ni 3) The minimum number of iterations for
reaching the science goals, Nmin. This is an example:

        POB            Unit          Ni            Nmin

    2           hours          5           3
   4          nights          7           3

Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
POB Period float Period for the observations.
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Unit Unit string Unit of the period under a pull-down
menu: Hours; nights

Ni Iterations int Number of iterations.
Nmin Minimum Iterations int Minimum number of iterations.

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No values for entries for monitoring “Missing monitoring entry for OB#. Please, revise.”

5.9 The Data Distribution Section

This section allows the user to fill up some information about the data distribution. This section will probably change significantly
with MegaPrime due to Terapix involvement in data distribution. This section for CFH12K looks like in Figure 13:

Figure 13: The Data Distribution section

  DDaattaa  DDiissttrriibbuuttiioonn  

Is it absolutely necessary for you to have a quick access to your data?      Yes           No

Only one copy of the data (on a DLT) will be sent to the PI.  Please modify the information
below if it is not accurate or if you prefer that this copy of the data be sent to a different
member or your team.

Name: 

Institution:

Postal Address:

Country: Contact Email: 

Proceed

Fritz Zwicky

Mt Wilson Observatory

Somewhere in California
California
96877

USA Zwicky@toto.com
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Data Access Data Access boolean Radio-buttons for “yes” or “No”. Quick

access means that the PI will be contacted as
soon as data are available.

Name Recipient Name Varchar(40) Parsed PI name from P2Db to new field.
Editable.

Institution Recipient Institution Varchar(80) Parsed PI Institution to new field. Editable.
Postal Address Recipient Address text

Country Recipient Country Varchar (40) Parsed PIcountry to new field. Editable.
Contact Email Parsed PI email address to new field.

Editable.
Proceed Save all fields.  This is it for PH2. Send an

confirmation email?

Error Handling:

Source Error Message
No values for entries “Missing entry. Please, revise”

5.10 The Helpdesk Section

The PH2 user must be able to contact the QSO team through a Helpdesk for any inquiries about the tool, QSO mode or the mosaic
camera.  The page should look like this and is available by clicking on “Contact: QSO Team” on the left frame:

         HHeellppddeesskk                     

Subject: 

Message:

Your Name:     Run Id:

Email Address:

PH2 Problem:

Send Message

01Ac4
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Specifications:

Entry Field Ph2Db Name Argument Action
Subject A pull-down menu including some keywords for the

subject line. The list is the following: PH2 Problem:,
PH2 Question:, PH2 Accessibility:, QSO Rules:, QSO
General:.  The empty subject box can then be filled
with a more precise topic.

Message Text to be sent.
Your Name Empty box for the name of sender.

Run ID Value parsed from the database. Must be automatically
included at the beginning of the message body. Not
editable

Email Address Email address of sender.
Send Message Send message to qsoteam@cfht.hawaii.edu and CC:

to sender in the message body “This message was sent
to the QSO Team. Thank you”.

Error handling:

Source Error Message
No values for one or several entry fields “Some entry fields are missing. Please, revise and send your

message.”

5.11 PH2 Documentation

Documentation describing the QSO mode and a detailed manual for PH2 are both essential.  This documentation will be available
through the left frame. This documentation, to be developed by the QSO Project Scientist and Engineer, should include:

1. A brief summary of the QSO mode at CFHT, including information on the QSO Rules of observations (that is, selection
algorithm for the programs in the queue), nightly reports for observations, data distribution and deadlines. Description of the
calibration plan must also be included here..

2. A fully descriptive User’s Guide for PH2, including a complete description of the OB creation, description of constraints and
restrictions.

3. A complete manual of CFH12K  (or MegaPrime) including all relevant information (e.g. importance of dithering patterns) for
the users in their preparation of the OBs for their science program.

4. A brief review of the conditions on Mauna Kea and what could be expected from the constraints required.
5. A description of the target-of-opportunity policy, including how to apply for time (procedure to be defined) and how to submit

the OBs.

It is also clear that the development phase of PH2 must be documented.  This documentation should include the main architecture
of the software, dictionaries, test performances, etc.
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6. Testing, Release and Long-term Operations

6.1 Testing

Extensive testing of PH2,  is necessary before its release to the general community.  A testing phase of one month has been planned
in the QSO Project timeline.  The main goals of PH2 testing are:

• Identify and eliminate the softwares bugs for improving efficiency and reliability.
• Verify the general operation, including the interaction with the database.
• Identify areas which could be improved for the utilisation of PH2 for the general users.
• Verify that the Web-based system is sufficently efficient for French users (mirror in France).
• Verify that PH2 is flexible enough for all programs to be executed in a QSO mode.
• Verify that the documentation is adequate.

For the best results, testing must be performed by teams independent of the development teams.  The CFHt science staff, in
particular the Observing Assistants, will be involved in this process. An small external team (3-5 persons), formed from
astronomers of the Canadian, French and Hawaiian communities, will also be involved in this phase.

6.2 Release

Ideally, the general users should have access to PH2 two months prior to an upcoming semester. That means that all upgrades,
following the initial release, and testing must have been fully implemented and performed before that date. This includes the
installation of PH2 on the mirror site in France (and the database server, if practical).

Since the first QSO observations with CFH12K are planned for the semester 2001A, the first general release of PH2 should be
done on Dec 1st, 2000.

For MegaPrime, the upgrade and testing phases must be completed two months prior to the semester 2002B (that is, on June 1sr,
2002), unless advised otherwise by the MegaPrime Team.

6.3 Long-term Operations

It is planned that significant upgrades will follow the first release of PH2 at the end of the year 2000.  The specifications described
here could be achieved with more sophisticated tools involving Java, javaScript, etc.  On the long-term, in particular for the version
for MegaPrime, it is likely that an significant upgrade will be conducted.  In the case of CFH12K, reguliar reviews of problems
reported during the Phase II submission period should be conducted and upgrades should also be performed.
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